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Original and packed with indispensable insights...it deserves to become a classic of prison sociology and feminist scholarship.®
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Bosworth makes a significant contribution to the literature on sociological studies of prison...a well-written, up-to-date, informative and well-documented book that offers an alternative to our current understanding of the operation and structure of womenâ€™s institutions and of female inmates.®

Introduction - agency and power in women's prisons - an overview: identity politics - a new approach for criminology?-- an outline of the chapters-- identity and agency - encouraging a theory of resistance.Â or paternalism?-- evaluating women's imprisonment - engendering justice-- conclusion - problematizing consent, or legitimate for whom?.Â The book's central argument is that a prison's control over its subjects is contingent and incomplete. Women manage to resist the pains of imprisonment, to some degree, despite their limited choices and opportunities. Particular attention is given to the ways in which choices and opportunities in race, class and sexuality enable such resistance. for women in the workforce and education have been adopted in many countries, and the role of the state is now widely understood to be central in actively consolidating and reinforcing gen-der equality.20. These strategies have secured concrete gains for women in many nations, particularly when government agencies or the courts have ef-fectively implemented legal reforms and policy initiatives. Changing the â€œrules of the gameâ€ can have a dramatic impact on womenâ€™s lives, accelerating progress and opening new opportunities.